Gain total control with
a 360° fleet overview.

Fleet Geo
Fleet Admin
Driving Style Analysis
Driver Identification
Public API

Solutions

Solutions

Cost visibility

Automated workflows

Task reminders

Manage all your fleet costs in one place and keep
track of big expenditures with less hassle.

Automate tasks like data organisation, cost
calculation and outlier analysis.

Set reminders alongside documentation so you
never miss a deadline or leave a record expired.

Outliers analysis

Mileage updates

Cost exports

Receive automatic reports identifying cost outliers,
saving you time and money.

Plan more effectively for future costs with
automated mileage estimates.

Get unlimited access to your data with CSV exports,
to use for internal reports or external usage.
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Driver behaviour tracking

Scoring system

Environmental identifiers

Track speeding, acceleration, idling and phone
usage for a full driver overview.

Identify outliers with our straightforward 1-10
scoring system - ideal for internal communication.

Strengthen your brand’s image by tackling
environmentally unfriendly behaviour.

Driver optimisation

Cost-saving identifiers

Data export

Tackle driving behaviour with data, ensuring drivers
are as professional as possible on the road.

Prevent inefficient driving, helping reduce accident
rates and insurance costs.

Get unlimited access to your data with CSV exports,
to use for further internal reporting.
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How Driver Identification works:

Drivers will receive a Bluetooth Beacon, about the size of a key
(see image on the left). These Beacons can be carried in your drivers’
pockets or attached to their keychains and only transmits data when
drivers are near a vehicle with Vimcar’s fleet tracker.
In Vimcar’s fleet tracking app, Fleet Geo, you can see the vehicle’s
location and which employee is driving it.

Greater everyday efficiency

When vehicles are used by more than one employee, it’s easy to lose track.
Thanks to Fleet Geo‘s Driver Identification, you can immediately see which
employee is driving which pool vehicle and where it is currently located.
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What data could be accessed and integrated into your
processes? A few examples include:
Vehicles’ live locations
Vehicles arriving or leaving a predetermined location
(like your premises or a client’s address)
Vehicles being used outside a certain timeframe
(like your business hours)
A vehicle’s distance from a customer’s address
A vehicle’s route history: their speeds, timestamps and routes taken

How can you use this data?
Because we offer unlimited access to our data, you can use it in whatever way your tech team
wants to. Here are a few examples of what other company’s tech teams have been able to do:
Send automatic ETA updates to customers when a driver is on its way
Digitally record how long a driver has remained at a customer’s address
and automatically invoice the customer according to those timestamps
Integrate real-time locations into your own resource planning system
Automatically create timesheets and mileage logs for drivers

